
Editorial

Exercise and heart disease: Is there still a controversy?

Exercise enthusiasts claim prophylactic and therapeutic
benefits for what they regard as an evolutionary and
biologically normal, indeed essential, human activity,
now largely neglected in the over-nourished West and
consequently the cause of an epidemic of "loafer's heart".
The cynical, conservative view is that taking exercise is

like "practising" anything else; it makes people better at
performing exercise (largely from training effects on
skeletal muscle), that too much exercise, like too much
alcohol, is bad for you and, as with alcohol, excess means
taking more than your doctor.

Cynics would also claim an equal benefit for the same
amount of time spent in meditation plus dietary calorie
restriction equivalent to the calories burned during exer-
cise. They interpret statistics on the benefits of exercise as
indicating that exercise adherents are a self-selected,
atypical minority indulging in unnatural repetitive
behaviour (proven by the small percentage of adults
particularly in the United Kingdom who do take significant
amounts of exercise, and the poor long term compliance
achieved in most "imposed" exercise programmes).
The occasional widely reported exercise related death

reinforces any excuse for physical inactivity.
Regular exercise has effects on peripheral muscle, the

peripheral and central circulation, and the heart, as well as a
multitude of metabolic systems and indeed psychological
variables. Do we know which of these are important in
terms of coronary prevention and patient management?

Measuring exercise
Unfortunately exercise is not a simple "drug" with easily
measured doses, blood concentrations, and pharmaco-
kinetics; different exercise regimens can have very variable
effects. Severe anaerobic exercise for one subject may be
light aerobic work for another and the biological effects will
be very different. A marathon run of 26-2 miles is
considered an extreme form of endurance exercise and
often described as "severe exertion" but may entail only
50-65% of the runner's aerobic capacity, is run every
weekend by some runners, or even by self publicists on
three successive days. A series of pressups may be well
within the capacity of a patient with angina or even mild
heart failure who has performed an exercise ritual every day
but quite impossible for a normal "fit" marathon runner
not so accustomed.

Rates of walking and going upstairs or an incline vary
enormously as do exercisers' abilities to judge pace or
distance accurately, making self reporting of exertion
unreliable and epidemiological data difficult to obtain.

Coronary prevention and exercise
Sustained aerobic exercise increases serum high density
lipoprotein concentrations, with trained exercising muscle
producing HDL2-C,I whereas short bursts of intense
exercise, such as repetitive sprints or weight training, have
little or no effect on HDL concentrations. Does this mean

that only aerobic exercise is beneficial in coronary preven-
tion, or is exercise of all types better than sloth?
The benefits of exercise in heart disease prevention have

been disputed and will undoubtedly remain so with some
major epidemiological studies claiming a very minor role
for exercise in coronary prevention compared with the
established major risk factors of hyperlipidaemia, hyper-
tension, and smoking and the benefits of exercise largely
being attributed to minor changes in HDL concentrations,
which in some studies could be correlated with changes in
body weight.
What these studies have often neglected is the possibility

that exercise may, in addition to being a less impressive
independent risk factor, have effects on various factors,
such as a tendency to smoke, serum lipids, body composi-
tion, blood pressure, clotting factors, and insulin sensi-
tivity. Studies that match control and exercise groups for
even some ofthese factors may be minimising the beneficial
effects of exercise.

Exercise and "body maintenance" are often part of a
lifestyle package that embodies many of the facets being
promoted in coronary prevention and to the extent that
exercise makes people think about their bodies-what they
can do with them and how they should eat-it performs a
useful promotional function. These benefits were des-
cribed in a recent paper by Morris et al, who showed a
dramatic reduction in coronary events over the subsequent
nine years for civil servants who report what is termed
"vigorous exercise" (> six times basal oxygen uptake)
against controls and in this study a less dramatic benefit
also for "fast walkers" (> 4 mph) but not for all age
groups.2 Like his previous study3 the exercise was reported
retrospectively, on this occasion for four weeks, rather than
as in the previous study for three days.
Does exercise prevent progression of coronary atheroma

or only the superimposed coronary events? Morris et al
seem to favour the latter interpretation. This suggests that
the beneficial effects of exercise in raising HDL concentra-
tions, improving the lipid profile, lowering blood pressure,
and increasing insulin sensitivity had no effect on atheroma
progression but did affect the thrombotic and arrhythmic
sequences that produce a coronary event. Is this really so or
are our epidemiological techniques not sufficiently refined?
The original message from Morris's group that vigorous

aerobic exercise was needed and that it had to be main-
tained on a regular basis to confer any protection (being an
athlete in the past was not beneficial) is supported by the
current study in which brisk walking was also preventive.
The findings do not fully accord with Paffenbarger et al's
study which suggested an almost linear benefit from
increasing caloric expenditure with lower levels of exertion
being protective if sufficient time was spent on them.4
A study that could answer these questions is not socially

possible. To recruit sufficient subjects for a randomly
allocated exercise study in coronary prevention involving
matched risk factors and various types of intervention with
different exercise protocols followed for many years, with
monitoring of diet and exertion levels in each of the groups
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would be an elephantine, logistic nightmare and demand
severe restriction on the subjects who would only be
allowed to follow their designated exercise and dietary
programmes-no more or less.

Other reasons for exercise?
To exercise purely as an insurance policy against possible
future coronary events is a negative way of thinking.
Exercise should be a pleasure and bring its own immediate
rewards. Fortunately exercise, after the initial "breaking
in" period is usually enjoyable, improves the exerciser's
"self image" and has a large number of other health
benefits.' The simplest form of exercise is to walk, cycle, or
jog to work and to use the stairs rather than waiting for lifts
at work. Commuters who do this will benefit the environ-
ment as well as their coronary arteries. Morris has shown
that his exercising group had a lower mortality from all
causes. Exercise is not as dangerous as "loafing".
The first and only death in ten years in the London

marathon (among 186 000 runners (average age 39) who
altogether ran 5 million miles and have cumulatively run
for 90 years) occurred this year. What other human activity
is so safe?

Exercise as angina treatment
Todd and Ballantyne compared exercise and ,B blockade as
treatments for angina.6 ,B Blockade ameliorates angina
largely by blocking the chronotropic response to exercise.
Exercise training produces a sympathetic drive tachy-
phylaxis in which there is down regulation of /3 receptors
and less response to chronotropic sympathetic drive after
exercise training. It also increases the "efficiency" of the
circulation so that a higher percentage ofthe cardiac output
goes through the exercising muscle and the mechanical
work of the heart becomes less for the same submaximal
exercise load.
Todd and Ballantyne's study used a largely self-

controlled short daily incremental exercise programme in a

group ofcompliant subjects with moderately severe angina.
At the end of a year the exercise group could exercise at
higher load, achieved a higher heart rate before developing
evidence of ischaemia, and when retested achieved a higher
double product ST threshold than they had done with or
without ,B blockade before going on the exercise pro-
gramme. These improvements were not found in a non-
exercising control group who if anything showed some
deterioration. The success of this study, which was
apparently performed without electrocardiographic
monitoring for silent ischaemia but used the subjects' overt
symptoms ofangina to control their activities, is reassuring
and suggests that in selected patients an exercise
programme would be better than /3 blockade. The exercise
group had considerably better exercise tolerance than those
treated with ,B blockers and they felt good. We cannot
predict whether fitter already active subjects in whom
angina develops would derive the same benefits from
exercise.

Studies in heart failure7 and angina show the benefits of
exercise, so conservative cardiologists will now perhaps
accept that it is never too late to start exercise.
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